Abstract
Industry 4.0 introduces smart factories which are dependent on
autonomous production units. One of the most relevant challenges
in implementing these factories is to manage and optimize the interactions between the autonomous production units and their environment. Therefore, the present thesis addressed this problem by
presenting an approach to generate action plans for the simplified
smart factory environment of the RoboCup Logistics League (RCLL).
More specifically, a procedure has been derived to create formulas
whose models represent realizable action sequences. This property
was used to find an optimal action sequence by means of either a
plain or an optimizing SMT-solver. Experiments in diverse test environments showed that the crucial factor of the solving times seems
to be manageable by this approach. Further research is needed to
prove the viability of the presented approach in an actual game of the
RoboCup Logistics League.
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1

Introduction

Today’s industrial manufacturing is in the process of moving from static
process chains to more autonomous and intelligent systems. This paradigm
shift is known under the term Industry 4.0. To achieve these goals, so called
”smart factories” are established in industrial manufacturing. Smart factories include information processing technology to enable their systems to be
autonomous, context-aware and more flexible. One advantage resulting from
this is a more dynamic production process, which, instead of having predetermined production steps, can be easily altered to meet changing production
demands. Another advantage is the cost reduction if a larger variety of items
or small lot sizes have to be produced[KWJ13].
One of the most relevant challenges implementing smart factories is to
manage and optimize the interactions between the autonomous production
units and their environment. In an attempt to overcome this and other challenges, the RoboCup Logistics League (RCLL) was developed to provide a
possibility to analyze this problem in a more simplified environment[NLF15].
In the game of the RoboCup Logistics League, two teams competing against
each other utilize robots to fulfill orders under time constraints by using their
environment. Each produced order is awarded with points, the team scoring
the highest wins [DNK+ 15].
The latest developments in Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solving, which resulted in a significant improvement in runtime for commonly
occuring cases [CKJ+ 15], led to the consideration of solving the problem
of managing and optimizing the interaction between autonomous units by
means of an SMT-solver [NLLÁar].
In order to examine this potential solution in more detail, this thesis
presents an approach to generate an action plan for robots playing the
RoboCup Logistics League game. A plain [dMB08] as well as an optimizing SMT-solver [BPF15] are used to meet the game’s goal of scoring the
highest points and are subsequently evaluated.
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2

Preliminaries

This chapter gives a brief overview about the used technology of SMT-solving,
followed by a description of the RoboCup Logistics League game.

2.1

SMT-Solving for Quantifier-Free
Linear Integer Arithmetic

The present work makes use of an SMT-solver to find fulfilling assignments
for Quantifier-Free Linear Integer Arithmetic (QF-LIA) formulas. In the
following QF-LIA formulas are introduced and SMT-solving is roughly explained.
2.1.1

Quantifier-Free Linear Integer Arithmetic

The following rules in Backus–Naur form explain the construction of QF-LIA
formulas:
f ::= c | ¬f | (f ∧ f ) | (f ∨ f ) | (f → f )
c ::= t = t | t > t | t < t | t ≥ t | t ≤ t
t ::= n | d · x | t + t
with n and d a integer constants, and x a integer-valued variable.[BFT16]
The symbol f denotes formulas, c constraints, and t terms. The semantics
of the used symbols are defined in the common way. It is to mention that
the operators ∨ and → and the predicates ≥, ≤ and < are syntactic sugar
can be derived from the operators ∧ and ¬ and the predicates > and =.
The above introduced formulas with their corresponding semantics belong
to the quantifier-free fragment of the first order logic and are constructed as
boolean combinations of linear integer arithmetic constraints.
2.1.2

SMT-Solving

SMT-solving aims at checking whether a given formula in first order logic
or its fragment is satisfiable, with respect to a given theory. That means, a
certain meaning is already assigned to some functions and predicates of the
formula prior to the solving process.
The most modern SMT-solvers embed a SAT-solver which searches for
a solution of the boolean structure of the given formula first and secondly
tries to extend the solution to satisfy the formula with respect to the given
theory. A boolean skeleton is generated by replacing each constraint by a new
11
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Figure 1: Lazy SMT-solving
boolean variable to achieve a solution for the boolean structure of the formula
by means of the SAT-solver. The boolean skeleton’s unsatisfiability leads to
the formulas unsatisfiability, otherwise the set of constraints corresponding
to the gained assignment is checked for consistency by a theory solver. In the
case that the constraint’s inconsistency is found, an explanation, usually in
the form of an infeasible subset of the constraints, is given back to the SATsolver. By means of this information another boolean solution is searched
and the above described steps are performed again. If all combinations of
constraints, which satisfy the boolean skeleton are not consistent the formula
is not satisfiable regarding the given theory. The presented approach is called
lazy SMT-solving, a less lazy approach uses only partial solutions of the
boolean structure to make use of the faster ”learning” smaller incremental
steps provide.
There are SMT-solvers available which extend their functionality to optimize solutions in regards to some criteria for QF-LIA formulas. The optimizer
is able to search for a solution maximizing or minimizing given terms.
The above mentioned information originates from [ÁLCS10].
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2.2

The RoboCup Logistics League

The aim of the RoboCup Logistics League game is to simulate problems
which are representative for the problems occurring when shifting from static
process chains to smart factories. These include the problem of coordinating
the interactions of the autonomous processing units to enable and optimize
the production. Since the present thesis is meant to address this challenge,
in the following the description of the game is restricted to the important
parts needed to solve this task.
Two teams compete against each other on a defined playing field. Autonomous robots are used to transport material between machines performing
processing steps to create products. In the course of the competition orders
are announced, demanding certain products. The delivery of these goods
as well as their production is awarded with points unless the corresponding
order’s deadline is violated. The team scoring the highest wins.
A product is composed of a base element, zero to three intermediate rings,
and a cap as the topmost component. A particular component is of a specific
color. Stations are placed on the playground enabling the dispensing of bases,
the mounting of rings or caps, and the delivery of the finished product. The
robots are used to take one intermediate product at a time to the stations
and initiate a particular processing step on it. Each team owns three robots,
starting from a designated area, one base station, two ring stations, two cap
stations and one delivery station, randomly placed on the playground.
Base Station (BS) dispenses base elements colored in red, black, or silver.
Ring Station (RS) mounts a ring on a intermediate product, one specific
Ring Station is able to mount two distinct colors. Some colors need up to two
additional bases fed into the machine prior to the mounting process. Before
feeding the additional bases or starting the mounting process the station has
to be set up for the color to be mounted. Available ring colors are blue,
green, yellow, and orange.
Cap Station (CS) mounts a cap on an intermediate product. As the first
step, a robot needs to feed a cap mounted on a transparent base, originating
from the station’s shelf, into the cap station. After the station dismounted
the cap and the transparent base located in the station’s output is removed,
the cap is ready to mount. The transparent base may be dropped or used
to be fed as an additional base to a ring station; products containing transparent bases are not possible. A cap station has either black or gray colored
caps located on its shelf.
Delivery Station (DS) accepts completed products.
13

Type
Base Station (BS)
Cap Station (CS)
Ring Station (RS)
Delivery Station (DS)

Distribution
1 per team
2 per team
2 per team
1 per team

(Final) processing time[s]
minimum physical time
15 to 25 sec
40 to 60 sec
20 to 40 sec

Table 1: Processing times, originating from [DNK+ 15]

Figure 2: Product complexity levels, originating from [DNK+ 15]
Depending on the amount of rings mounted on a product, complexity
levels are defined. A product consisting of a base and cap belongs to the
complexity level C0 , if one ring is mounted it belongs to level C1 ; the complexity levels C2 and C3 are defined analogously. For the ring colors, additional complexity levels are defined: CC0 , CC1 , CC2 , denoting whether zero,
one or two additional bases are needed.
The steps of feeding an additional base into a ring station, the mounting
of a ring or cap, and the delivery of a product is rewarded. The higher the
complexity level of a product is, the higher the points awarded for performing
the corresponding intermediate steps. The points for performing intermediate steps are only awarded if the product is delivered. [DNK+ 15] There are
several other steps rewarded during the game, for simplification they are not
considered in this thesis.
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Figure 3: Progression steps, originating from [DNK+ 15]

Sub-task
Additional base
Finish CC0 step
Finish CC1 step
Finish CC2 step
Finish C1 pre-cap
Finish C2 pre-cap
Finish C3 pre-cap
Mount cap
Delivery

Production Phase
Feed an additional base into a ring station
Finish the work order for a color requiring no
additional base
Finish the work order for a color requiring one
additional base
Finish the work order for a color requiring two
additional bases
Mount the last ring of a C1 product
Mount the last ring of a C2 product
Mount the last ring of a C3 product
Mount the cap on a product
Deliver one of the final product variants to the
designated loading zone at the time specified
in the order

Table 2: Reward, originating from [DNK+ 15]
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Points
+2
+5
+10
+20
+10
+30
+80
+10
+20
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3

General Approach

As described in the introduction the aim is to utilize an optimizing SMTsolver to generate an action plan for robots playing the RoboCup Logistic
League game. Therefore, in the following section the concrete RoboCup
Logistics League planning problem will be abstracted in order to allow the
easier derivation of a procedure that generates an SMT-formula whose optimal model can be interpreted as the optimal action plan for a given initial
situation.

3.1

Problem Abstraction

Let an environment, the current state of the environment, a set of possible
actions, and a rating of the different environment states be given. A valid
action sequence of a fixed length leading to the highest rated world state is
searched. One way of solving this scheduling problem by means of an optimizing SMT-solver is by creating a formula ϕ with the following properties:
• the existence of a bijective mapping from models of ϕ to the action
sequences that are possible on the basis of the current world state,
• a term in ϕ expresses the rating of the final world state resulting from
the action sequence that is represented by a model of the formula.
Since the mapping pairs each possible action sequence with a model of
the formula, finding a model which maximizes the value of the rating-term is
equivalent to finding an action sequence leading to the highest rated world
state. The above described properties are visualized in Figure 4.

3.2

Solving Approach

In the following section, a possibility to regard special sequences of world
states as action sequences is introduced. This enables the interpretation
of formula models as action sequences by using the intermediate step of
interpreting the models as sequences of world states before. Subsequently
the creation of a formula and a corresponding interpretation of the formula’s
models as world state sequences will be described.
Interpreting Valid World State Sequences as Action Sequences It
is assumed that actions are unambiguously characterized by their caused alternation of the environment and the preconditions allowing their execution.
17
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Figure 4: Properties of ϕ
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Given a set of possible actions, a sequence of world states can be interpreted as a realizable sequence of actions if the following properties are
fulfilled:
• A world state is followed by a second world state only if the latter is
induced by an action on the previous world state,
• The previous world state fulfills all preconditions of the action.
Two consecutive world states will be interpreted as a particular action if
the first world state fulfills the action’s preconditions and the following world
state is induced by the action. In the following, action sequences fulfilling
the above properties will be referred to as valid world state sequences.
As a result the task ”finding a bijective mapping from the formula models to possible action sequences” can be reformulated to ”finding a bijective
mapping from the formula models to sequences of world states fulfilling the
above mentioned properties”.
World State Representation To achieve the above mentioned objective,
the creation of variables and the interpretation of their assignments to world
state sequences is described. For each possible world state in such a sequence
a set of variables will be created. A variable contained in a set indicates a
specific important aspect of the environment. Therefore a variable has a
counterpart in all other sets, which represent the same aspect of the environment but in another step in the planning. A particular value assigned
to a variable describes a particular state of the environment aspect which is
denoted by the variable.
Interpreting Models of ϕ as Valid World State Sequences The following paragraph describes the construction of the formula ϕ under the objective that models of ϕ represent a sequence of world states which can be
interpreted as a realizable action sequence as described before. Furthermore,
on the one hand it has to be ensured that only world state sequences which
can be considered as realizable action sequences follow from models of the ϕ,
on the other hand for each realizable action sequence a corresponding model
of ϕ has to exist.
In the following it is assumed that the searched action sequence is of
the length k + 1 ∈ N and A represents the set of actions which can be
performed in the environment. For each possible action a ∈ A and each
position i ∈ {0, .., k} in the action sequence a formula ϕia is created. Thereby
i also denotes the position of the world state the action is performed on the
19

underlying world state sequence and i + 1 the position of the resulting world
state.
A model of ϕ fulfilling ϕia forces the placement of action a on position i
in the interpreted action sequence. In order to enable the above mentioned
properties, models of ϕia have to ensure that the preconditions for a holds in
the world state representing the starting situation of a. Additionally it has
to be guaranteed that the following world state represents the environment
alternation induced by a on the previous world state, while the unchanged
aspects are inherited from the previous world state.
It has to be mentioned that a model cannot fulfill more than one of the
action-formulas ϕia for a particular position, since an action is unambiguously
defined by its preconditions and resulting environment alteration.
It follows that a model fulfilling the disjunction of the formulas ϕia for a
fixed position i
_
ϕia
ϕi :=
a∈A

forces that exactly one action from the set of possible actions A is placed
on position i in the interpreted action sequence, while it is ensured that the
action on position i − 1 results in a world state fulfilling the preconditions of
the action on position i.
In order to force all positions i ∈ {0, ..., k} of the interpreted action
sequence to be determined unambiguously the model has to fulfill all formulas
ϕi . Therefore the model has to fulfill the conjunctions over the formulas,
which each represents an action on a particular position:
^
^ _
ϕi =
ϕia
i∈{0,..,k}

i∈{0,..,k} a∈A

Since the first action in all possible action sequences has to fulfill the
initial world state w0 , an additional formula ϕw0 has to be created which ensures that the variable set representing the first position in the corresponding
world state sequence is assigned with values representing w0 .
This leads to the formula ϕ, whose models represent all possible action
sequences of length k over the possible actions A beginning with the initial
world state w0 :
^ _
ϕ := ϕw0 ∧
ϕia
i∈{0,..,k} a∈A

The procedure of creating ϕ and the corresponding interpretation steps
are visualized in Figure 5.
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4

RoboCup Logistics League
Specific Encoding

In the previous chapter formula properties were derived to allow the solving
of scheduling problems similar to the RoboCup Logistics League planning
problem by means of an optimizing SMT-solver in general. The present
chapter aims at introducing a procedure to generate concrete formulas for
the RoboCup Logistic League planning problem which have the characteristics described in the chapter before. More precisely, first, the aspects of the
RoboCup Logistics League environment, which are important to consider
for the planning, are identified and variables are assigned to each dynamic
aspect. Secondly, a set of actions is abstracted from the actual interaction
possibilities of the robots with the environment, since considering actions
on the level of controlling the different modules of a robot would not be
beneficial. Subsequently, formulas are described representing the previously
introduced actions in a step of the planning. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of several reward representations are discussed and documented
with measurement results of their solving time.

4.1

World State Encoding

This section starts by distinguishing between environment aspects which are
fixed before the beginning of the game and hence influence the creation of the
formula and those aspects which may change during the game and thus have
to be represented by variables. Further, the encoding of the time aspects
of an arbitrary action-formula are described and the corresponding variables
are introduced. The description of the representation of the existence or
coloring of workpieces follows. The variables encoding the remaining world
state aspects are presented in the section describing the action encoding.
Dynamic Aspects The following important dynamic aspects have to be
represented by variables:
• the point in time until a particular machine is blocked due to the execution of a refinement step or a robot operating this machine,
• the time a robot needs to reach a particular machine,
• whether the cap station is fed with a cap,
• the color of the fed cap, if the cap station is fed with a cap,
23

• whether the ring station is configured for mounting a ring
• the color of the ring to be mounted if the ring station is configured for
mounting a ring,
• the additional bases a ring station needs,
• the points scored.
Static Aspects Static aspects which have to be considered while creating
the action formulas are:
• the processing time for a refinement step,
• the time a robot needs to move from one machine to another,
• the amount of additional bases a ring station needs for mounting a ring
in a particular color,
• the ordered products,
• the deadline of an order,
• reward points gained for the various refinement steps and the delivering
of ordered products with various complexity,
• the colors of the components a station is able to mount or to deliver.
The arrival of an order and the product demanded is not known in advance, therefore not yet arrived orders can not be considered in the calculation of a scheduling. Therefore, the information about the ordered products
is static in terms of the scheduling.
Simplifications Several simplifications about the game are made. It is
assumed that the differences to reality caused by this simplification have
little impact on the optimality of the gained action plan:
• The time needed to move between machines is assumed to be constant,
therefore the time required for collision prevention between robots is
not considered.
• If a machine is broken and the time when the machine is properly
functioning again is known in advance, encode that the machine is
blocked until it is repaired in the initial world state, otherwise act as if
the machine is non-existent for the scheduling.
24

Notations In the following, let R denote the set of robots, SBS the set
of base stations, SRS the set of ring stations, SCS the set of cap stations,
SDS the set of delivery stations, and O the set of currently existing orders.
Whereas S = SBS ∪ SRS ∪ SCS ∪ SDS denotes the set of all stations and
M = R ∪ S denotes the set of all machines.
In all following formula descriptions k + 1 ∈ N denotes the length of the
searched action sequence and variables of the form X i represent an environment property of the world state on position i ∈ {0, ..., k + 1} in the world
state sequence.
4.1.1

Time Aspects

Since there exists only one station for each component color, the interaction
times of two robots on a station may interfere. A robot may only interact
with a station at a time when the station is not blocked and when the robot
is not occupied. Thereby one has to consider the travel time of the robot to
the particular station, the time the robot needs to handle the workpiece, and
the processing time of the production step.
Station Occupation If a base is collected from a base station, it is blocked
for the time it takes to dispense the base and the time the robot needs to
collect the base. The time required to feed a cap from the shelf to the cap
station consists of the time needed to take the cap and deposit it on the
input conveyor belt. Dropping a transparent base from the output of a cap
station blocks the station approximately for the time it takes to grab the
base. Assuming that a robot holds a base, a ring station is blocked until
deposition of the base on the conveyor belt is finished in case that the action
of feeding an additional base is performed. A station is blocked the time it
takes for the robot to deposit the workpiece on the machine and the time
the production steps needs to finish if the action of mounting a ring or cap
is performed. Collecting a workpiece from the output of a station blocks the
station for the time the robot needs to pick up the workpiece. The delivering
station is blocked for the time it takes to deposit the product.
The fact that a robot cannot operate a station if another robot has performed the actions of handling the workpiece but has not moved yet is ignored. It is assumed that the time of driving away is so low that ignoring
it has no impact to the scheduling. Further it is assumed that a robot frees
the space in front of a machine if the robot is idle, in this case the potential
differences in travel times caused by the new placement of the robot are not
considered.
25

Time Encoding In the following, the creation of a formula ϕitime(a,r,s,d) is
introduced, which represents the influence an action a has on the occupation
time of the involved station s ∈ S and the travel times of the involved
robot r ∈ R in the ith step of the action plan. The differentiation whether
the station is approached from the input or output side is represented by
d ∈ {in, out}.
i
To represent the occupation of a station s ∈ S the variable Xocc(s)
is
introduced. Its value indicates the point in time the occupation of the station
i
s ends. Likewise the variable Xmov(r,s,d)
with s ∈ S and r ∈ R encodes the
earliest possible arrival of the robot r on the station s on the side d ∈
{in, out}. Additionally, let tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) denote the time a robot needs to
move from the side d of station s to the side d0 of station s0 with s0 ∈ S;
tprocess(a) denotes the processing time the action induces on on the machine
involved in a; and thandling(a) denotes the time robot r needs to handle the
workpiece when performing the action.
A robot is at earliest able to operate a station by arrival at such. In case
the station is occupied at this time the robot has to wait till the station is
idle again. The situation of the robot arriving at an idle machine is expressed
by the constraint:
i
i
Xocc(s)
≤ Xmov(r,s,d)
In the resulting world state, the station is idle again after the robot arrived,
handled the workpiece and, if a production step is performed, the expiry of
the processing time:
i+1
i
Xocc(s)
= Xmov(r,s,d)
+ thandling(a) + tprocess(a)

Since a specific action’s precondition and result has to hold if it is performed
then the conjunction of the above mentioned constraints has to hold:
i+1
i
i
i
Xocc(s)
≤ Xmov(r,s,d)
∧ Xocc(s)
= Xmov(r,s,d)
+ thandling(a) + tprocess(a)

Additionally, the time the robot is able to arrive at a specific side of a station
in the following world state is now the addition of the time the robot needs
to reach its current destination and the travel time between these and the
particular station:
^
^
i+1
i
Xmov(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xmov(r,s,d) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )
s0 ∈S d0 ∈{in,out}

In the case that the robot reaches a station while it is occupied and has to
wait, expressed by the constraint
i
i
Xocc(s)
> Xmov(r,s,d)
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the occupation time in the next step is determined by the end of the current
occupation, the work piece handling time and the processing time:
i+1
i
Xocc(s)
= Xocc(s)
+ thandling(a) + tprocess(a)

Therefore, to encode the circumstance that the robot has to wait until an
occupied station is free again both constraints have to be satisfied:
i+1
i
i
i
Xocc(s)
> Xmov(r,s,d)
∧ Xocc(s)
= Xocc(s)
+ thandling(a) + tprocess(a)

Should this case arise, the time the engaged robot is able to reach a particular
station side depends on the time the station is occupied, respectively the
robot has to wait and the time the robot requires to handle the workpiece
and move from the used station’s side to the next station’s side:
^
^
i+1
i
Xmov(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xocc(s) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )
s0 ∈S d0 ∈{in,out}

The above mentioned coherence is described by the disjunction of the conjunction of the constraints belonging to one case:
ϕitime(a,r,s,d) :=
i+1
i
i
i
(Xocc(s)
≤ Xmov(r,s,d)
∧ Xocc(s)
= Xmov(r,s,d)
+ thandling(a) + tprocess(a)
^
^
i+1
i
∧
Xmov(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xmov(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) )
s0 ∈S d0 ∈{in,out}
i+1
i
i
i
∨ (Xocc(s)
> Xmov(r,s,d)
∧ Xocc(s)
= Xocc(s)
+ thandling(a) + tprocess(a)
^
^
i+1
i
∧
Xmov(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xocc(s) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) )
s0 ∈S d0 ∈{in,out}

If the robot arrives at an idle station the first part of the disjunction
holds, otherwise the second part is satisfied. In both cases the time-variables
of the following world state are forced to be assigned with the correct values.
This circumstance is pictured in Figure 6.
Alternative Encoding The way of expressing the restriction of the robots
to operate a station by means of time aspects can be further abstracted. That
is, instead of differentiating between the time it takes for a robot to reach a
particular station and a given station’s occupied time, the restriction can
be simplified by considering only one point in time. More specifically, the
point in time at which a given robot is able to operate a particular machine,
is sufficient to express all required time aspects without the loss of important
information for the scheduling.
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i
+
Xmov(r,s,d)
thandling(a)

i
+
Xmov(r,s,d)
thandling(a)
i
Xocc(s)

i
Xocc(s)

tprocess(a)

i+1
Xocc(s)

tprocess(a)

i+1
tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) Xmov(r,s
0 ,d0 )

i+1
Xocc(s)

i+1
tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) Xmov(r,s
0 ,d0 )

for all
sides
i+1
tmov(s,d,s00 ,d00 )Xmov(r,s00 ,d00 ) of all
stations

i+1

tmov(s,d,s00 ,d00 )Xmov(r,s00 ,d00 )

Figure 6: Time encoding

In the following, let r ∈ R be the robot involved in the action, s ∈ S be
the operated station, and d ∈ {in, out} be the used side of the station s.
i
The variable Xop(r,s,d)
is introduced whose value represents the point in
time at which the robot r is available for operating the station s on its side
d.

Given a world state and an action performed on it, the involved robot
r is soonest able to operate a station s0 ∈ S on side d0 ∈ {in, out} in the
following world state after handling the workpiece for the current action and
moving to s0 :
i+1
i
Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )

The possibility that s0 was previously involved in another action and is occupied for a longer time than the time r needs to arrive at the side d0 of s0
has to be considered:
i+1
i
i
i
Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) ≥ Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) ∧ X
op(r,s0 ,d0 ) = Xop(r,s0 ,d0 )
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This leads to the following formula considering all sides of all stations:
^

^

i
i
((Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) < Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )

s0 ∈S d0 ∈{in,out}
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) )
i
i
∨ (Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) ≥ Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xop(r,s0 ,d0 ) ))

An action during which the robot r occupies the station s influences the
point in time another robot r0 ∈ R is able to operate s in the next step if r0 ’s
current operating time for s is before the point in time to which r occupies
s:
i
i
Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) < Xop(r,s,d) + thandling + tprocess(a)
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) = Xop(r 0 ,s0 ) + thandling(a) + tprocess(a)

Otherwise r’s occupation time for s0 does not change from the current to the
following step:
i
i
Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) ≥ Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tprocess(a)
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) = Xop(r 0 ,s,d0 )

From the above the following formula results which encodes the time constraints of the game for an action:
ϕitime(a,r,s,d) :=
^
^
i
i
((Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) < Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )
s0 ∈S d0 ∈{in,out}
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 ) )
i
i
∨ (Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) ≥ Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tmov(s,d,s0 ,d0 )
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r,s
0 ,d0 ) = Xop(r,s0 ,d0 ) ))

∧

^

^

i
i
((Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) < Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tprocess(a)

r0 ∈R\{r} d0 ∈{in,out}
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) = Xop(r 0 ,s0 ) + thandling(a) + tprocess(a) )
i
i
∨ (Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) ≥ Xop(r,s,d) + thandling(a) + tprocess(a)
i+1
i
∧ Xop(r
0 ,s,d0 ) = Xop(r 0 ,s,d0 ) ))
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Comparison To compare the quality of both encodings one has to consider that the increased amount of disjunctions in the second encoding has a
negative effect on the solving time an SMT-optimizer needs, since this results
in a greater amount of models for the boolean skeleton of the formula. On
the other hand the reduced number of variables may have a positive influence
on the solving times. In conclusion to rate the quality of the encodings one
has to perform practical tests.
It has to be mentioned that both encodings consider the aspects of time
in the game as points in time rather than time spans. That means an action
which occupies a station only for a small time span will mark the station
from the start of the scheduling till the end of the action as occupied. In
the following steps possible idle time slots which lay before this mark cannot
be involved in the further planning. However, this circumstance does not
restrict the set of possible plans delivered by the encoding. By rearranging
the order of the actions such that an unused time slot is utilizable again and
if this order results in a possible action sequence which leads to the highest
score the corresponding model of ϕ will be found.
4.1.2

Workpiece Encoding

There exist several possibilities to describe the presence and composition of a
workpiece in the output of a station, respectively the gripper of a robot. Only
the ring and cap station’s output have to be considered since the delivery
station is not provided with an output belt and the action of requesting and
collecting a base will be encoded as a monolithic action.
The main characteristic of the approach that has been chosen for the
following encoding is that, for each of the above described machines, additional variables are introduced which specify the single components of the
workpiece for each step i:
i
• The value of the variable Bm
with m ∈ M \ (SBS ∪ SDS ) denotes
whether a base is present on the machine m in step i and if this is the
case, the coloring of the base.
i
• The value of the variable Rj,m
with m ∈ M \ (SBS ∪ SDS ) and j ∈
{1, 2, 3} denotes whether the jth ring is present on the machine m in
world state i and if this is the case, the coloring of the ring.
i
• The value of the variable Cm
with m ∈ M \ (SBS ∪ SDS ) denotes
whether a cap is present on the machine m in step i and if this is the
case, the coloring of the cap.
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The existence of an arbitrary component and its coloring is encoded by
the set of integer ids of possible component colors C ⊂ N. Since needed
to be queried explicitly for the construction of the formulas the notation
ctransparent ∈ C and cnone ∈ C is used to determine whether a component is
transparent or nonexistent.
The consistency of the workpiece representation is ensured in the encoding
of the initial state and the action formulas. That means, it has to be ensured
that, if the first ring is mounted the machine has to hold a base, if the
second or third ring is mounted the previous ring has to be mounted, and if
the cap is mounted the machine has to hold at least a base. Therefore for all
machines m ∈ M and all world states on position i the following statements
are invariant:
i
i
= cnone )
= cnone ) → ¬(Bm
• ¬(R1,m
i
i
= cnone )
= cnone ) → ¬(R1,m
• ¬(R2,m
i
i
• ¬(R3,m
= cnone ) → ¬(R2,m
= cnone )
i
i
= cnone )
= cnone ) → ¬(Bm
• ¬(Cm
i
i
i
i
i
= cnone
= cnone ∧ Cm
= cnone ∧ R3,m
= cnone ∧ R2,m
= cnone → R1,m
• Bm

The last statement allows to verify that the machine holds an arbitrary workpiece by checking for the existence of the base only.
4.1.3

Initial State

The scheduling starts from a concrete world state w0 . It has to be ensured
that the first action in the action sequence can be performed on w0 , that
means w0 fulfills the precondition for it. Therefore w0 has to be represented
as the first world state in the sequence of world states following from a
concrete model of ϕ. This is achieved by constructing constraints which
force a model of ϕ to assign the values representing w0 to the corresponding
variables of the variable set which represents the first world state. In the
following, the conjunction over these constraints is denoted by ϕw0 .

4.2

Action Encoding

The actual interaction possibilities of a robot with the environment are very
fine grained. It is not necessary to consider these interactions as single tasks
in the scheduling to achieve optimal results. Instead, it is sufficient to group
the interactions of moving and commanding the grippers of a robot as distinct
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actions. Otherwise, considering all interaction possibilities as distinct actions
in our scheduling would require the representation of all resulting world states
as variable sets. This would lead to a large amount of variables and a huge
ϕ, influencing the solving time negatively. In the following, only sequences of
interactions of a particular robot leading to an alteration of a station status
will be considered as actions. Therefore, the moving to a station and the
controlling of the robots grippers are implicitly contained in these actions.
Actions
• collecting a base of a particular coloring from a base station,
• mounting a cap
– feeding a cap from the shelf into a cap station,
– mounting a cap by feeding a workpiece into a cap station,
• mounting a ring
– specify the color of the ring a ring station will mount on the next
fed workpiece,
– feeding a base to a ring station if required for a particular ring
color,
– mounting a ring by feeding a workpiece to a ring station,
• collecting a workpiece from the output of a station after the station
processed the workpiece,
• dropping a transparent base from the output of a cap station,
• delivering a completed product a robot holds.
The dropping of an arbitrary workpiece a robot holds is not considered
for now. The including of this action would greatly increase the amount of
possible action sequences, likely leading to a much higher solving time.
In the following let A denote the set of the above derived actions.
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Unaffected Properties In the following description of the action-formulas
only constraints are listed which determine changing aspects of the resulting
world state. If an aspect is not affected by an action, the corresponding
constraint will not be mentioned explicitly. Instead, all constraints of the
form X i+1 = X i with X i denoting a variable representing an unchanging
aspect of the world state the action is performed in and X i+1 representing
the same aspect in the following world state will be combined in formulas
ϕremi (a,r,s) , a ∈ A denotes the performed action, r ∈ R the involved robot,
s ∈ S the used station, and i ∈ N the step of the action plan.

Reward Representation Possibilities to represent the points gained during the game for producing and delivering orders are discussed after the
action-formulas are presented. The formula ϕiorder(a,r,s) denotes this reward
representation for each action a ∈ A, robot r ∈ R and station s ∈ S in the
action-formula presentations in the ith step of the action plan.

Action-Formulas Let Cs denote the set of component colors the station
s ∈ SBS ∪ SRS ∪ SCS is able to mount, respectively deliver in case of a base
station and let cbase : O 7→ C, cring,i : O 7→ C, and ccap : O 7→ C denote
the base coloring, the coloring of the ith ring, and the cap coloring of the
product requested by an order.
Each of the following subsections present a formula for one of the above
mentioned actions performed by robot r ∈ R. Since collecting a base, feeding
a cap, and setting up a ring color requires the information about the coloring c ∈ C of the component to be mounted, the corresponding formulas are
dependent on c. The formulas are denoted by the following expressions with
bs ∈ SBS , rs ∈ SRS , cs ∈ SCS , ds ∈ SDS :
ϕicollectBase(r,bs,c) , ϕisetupRingColor(rs,c) , ϕif eedCap(r,cs,c) , ϕimountCap(r,cs) ,
ϕidropT ransparentBase(r,cs) , ϕif eedBase(r,rs) , ϕimountRing(r,rs) , ϕicollectW orkpiece(r,s) ,
ϕideliverW orkpiece(r,ds)
Since the possibility exists that any robot can perform these actions on
any corresponding station, the action-formulas for each of those combinations have to be considered. Additionally, if an action is dependent on the
information about the involved component’s coloring, all possible colors have
to be considered, unless it is foreseeable that the action is never required in
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order to serve an order. This leads to the following formulas:
_ _
_
ϕicollectBase :=
ϕicollectBase(r,bs,c) ,
r∈R bs∈SBS

_

ϕisetupRingColor :=

c∈Cbs ,
∃o∈O
cbase (o)=c

_

_

r∈R rs∈SRS

_

ϕif eedCap :=

_

r∈R cs∈SCS

_

ϕimountCap :=

ϕisetupRingColor(r,rs,c) ,

c∈Crs ,
∃o∈O
∃i∈{1,2,3}
cring,i (o)=c

_

ϕif eedCap(r,cs,c) ,

c∈Ccs ,
∃o∈O
ccap (o)=c

_

ϕimountCap(r,cs) ,

r∈R cs∈SCS

ϕidropT ransparentBase

:=

_

_

ϕidropT ransparentBase(r,cs) ,

r∈R cs∈SCS

ϕif eedBase

:=

_

_

ϕif eedBase(r,rs) ,

r∈R rs∈SRS

ϕimountRing :=

_

_

ϕimountRing(r,rs) ,

r∈R rs∈SRS

ϕicollectW orkpiece :=

_

_

ϕicollectW orkpiece(r,s) ,

r∈R s∈SCS ∪SRS

ϕideliverW orkpiece

:=

_

_

ϕideliverW orkpiece(r,ds)

r∈R ds∈SDS

As a result the searched formula ϕ can be defined as
^
ϕ := ϕw0 ∧
ϕiactions
i∈{0,...,k}

with
ϕiactions := ϕicollectBase ∨ ϕisetupRingColor ∨ ϕif eedCap ∨ ϕimountCap
∨ ϕidropT ransparentBase ∨ ϕif eedBase ∨ ϕimountRing
∨ ϕicollectW orkpiece ∨ ϕideliverW orkpiece
whose models represents all possible action sequences over the above mentioned actions starting at the world state w0 .
In the following sections a ∈ A denotes the action which is discussed in
the particular section.
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4.2.1

Collecting a Base

The action of collecting a base with coloring c ∈ C from a base station
bs ∈ SBS can only be performed by a robot r ∈ R if r does not hold a
workpiece at the moment: Bri = cnone . After the action is completed, r holds
a base with coloring c:
i+1
i+1
i+1
Bri+1 = c ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone .
The circumstance that a base stays in the output of the base station is not
necessary to consider since the actions of requesting and taking the base will
be encoded as a monolithic action. This is achievable without restricting the
set of possible plans since a base is immediately dispensed after requested.
By taking the time aspects of the action ϕitime(a,r,bs,out) , the unaffected
world state properties ϕirem(a,r,bs) , and the reward representation ϕiorder(a,r,bs)
into account this leads to the following formula:
ϕcollectBase(r,bs,c) :=
Bri = cnone
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bri+1 = c ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone

∧ ϕitime(a,r,bs,out) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,bs) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,bs)
4.2.2

Mounting a Cap

To mount a cap on an unfinished workpiece, three distinct actions have to
be performed:
• feeding the right colored cap from the shelf into the cap station,
• free the output of the station by removing the transparent base,
• mounting the cap by feeding the workpiece into the cap station
There exist two possibilities of freeing the output of the station from the
transparent base. Either a robot takes the transparent base with the purpose
to feed it into a ring station or a robot takes the base and drops it on the
ground immediately. This special case has to be encoded separately, since
the dropping of workpieces in general will not be considered.
To denote whether a cap is already fed into a cap station and if this is
i
the case to represent the color of the cap, variables Xccol(cs)
with cs ∈ SCS
are introduced.
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Feed Cap For a cap station cs and a robot r which is about to feed a cap
with coloring c into the cap station cs, the following preconditions have to
be fulfilled:
To be able to take the transparent base with the mounted cap from the
shelf, robot r needs free grippers: Bri = cnone ; the station cs is not allowed to
i
already have loaded a cap: Xccol(cs)
= cnone ; and the cap station’s output has
i
to be empty: Bcs = cnone . Otherwise the machine is in a production state
and does not accept additional orders.
In the resulting world state the cap which was dismounted from the transi+1
parent base before is loaded in the cap station: Xccol(cs)
= c; in the output
the transparent base is located which served as carrier for the cap:
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
= cnone ;
= ctransparent ∧ R1,cs
= cnone ∧ R2,cs
= cnone ∧ R3,cs
= cnone ∧ Ccs
Bcs
and after the action the robot still does not hold anything:
i+1
i+1
i+1
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone .
Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
ϕif eedCap(r,cs,c) :=
i
i
Xccol(cs)
= cnone ∧ Bri = cnone ∧ Brs
= cnone
i+1
∧ Xccol(cs)
=c
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bcs
= ctransparent ∧ R1,cs
= cnone ∧ R2,cs
= cnone ∧ R3,cs
= cnone
i+1
∧ Ccs
= cnone
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone

∧ ϕitime(a,r,cs,in) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,cs) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,cs)
Drop Transparent Base The precondition for a cap station cs and robot
r to be able to drop a transparent base from cs is that in the output of cs
i
a transparent base is located: Bcs
= ctransparent ; and that the robot has free
i
grippers: Br = cnone .
i+1
= cnone ; and the
As the result the cap station’s output is empty: Bcs
i+1
robot holds nothing since it dropped the base: Br = cnone .
ϕidropT ransparentBase(r,cs) :=
i
= ctransparent ∧ Bri = cnone
Bcs
i+1
∧ Bcs
= cnone ∧ Bri+1 = cnone

∧ ϕitime(a,r,cs,out) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,cs) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,cs)
Mount the Cap To be able to mount a previously fed cap with the aid of
a cap station cs a robot r has to hold at least a base: ¬(Bri = cnone ), which is
not allowed to be transparent: ¬(Bri = ctransparent ), and the workpiece must
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not have already a cap mounted: Cri = cnone . Beyond that, a cap has to be
i
fed to the cap station cs previously: ¬(Xccol(cs)
= cnone ) and the output has
i
to be freed from workpieces: Bcs = cnone .
After the action is performed, the workpiece previously held by the robot
is provided with a cap and is located in the output of cs:
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
i
i
i
i
Bcs
= Bri ∧ R1,cs
= R1,r
∧ R2,cs
= R2,r
∧ R3,r
= R3,r
∧ Cri+1 = Xccol(cs)
.
The grippers of robot r are empty now:
i+1
i+1
i+1
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone .
Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
ϕimountCap(r,cs) :=
i
¬(Bri = cnone ) ∧ ¬(Bri = ctransparent ) ∧ Cri = cnone ∧ ¬(Xccol(cs)
= cnone )
i
∧ Bcs
= cnone
i+1
i+1
i
i+1
i
i+1
i
i
∧ Bcs
= Bri ∧ R1,cs
= R1,r
∧ R2,cs
= R2,r
∧ R3,r
= R3,r
∧ Cri+1 = Xccol(cs)
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone
i+1
∧ Xccol(cs)
= cnone

∧ ϕitime(a,r,cs,in) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,cs) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,cs)
4.2.3

Mounting a Ring

The mounting of a ring on a workpiece requires the execution of several
distinct actions:
• specify the color of the ring a ring station will mount on the next fed
workpiece,
• the actions of feeding up to two bases to a ring station if required for
a particular ring color,
• mounting a ring by feeding a workpiece to a ring station,
To denote whether a ring color is already set-up and if this is the case
i
to represent this color, variables Xrcol(rs)
with rs ∈ SRS are introduced. The
i
values of the variables Xbreq(rs) with rs ∈ SRS indicate the remaining amount
of additional bases needed to be fed in order to be able to mount the ring
with the set up color.
Set Up the Ring Color Instructing a ring station rs to prepare mounting
a ring with a particular coloring c does neither result in an occupation of
the station nor in an occupation of the robot which gave the instruction.
Therefore, the time aspect for both, the station as well as the robot, does
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not change in the following world state. Since the instructing robot does not
have to be in a special state and after the action its state equals its previous
state, the action of setting the ring color up can be seen as independent from
a particular robot: the execution of the action by an arbitrary robot, only
affects the ring station rs.
i
= cnone ; and no
The ring station’s output has to be empty before: Brs
i
color has to be set up as the next mounted ring coloring: Xrcol(rs)
= cnone .
After the action is performed the machine is instructed to mount a ring
i+1
of color c: Xrcol(rs)
= c; and to wait for additional bases if needed:
i+1
Xbreq(rs) = brs (c), with brs (c) denoting the amount of needed additional bases
for color c.
ϕisetupRingColor(r,rs,c) :=
i
i
Brs
= cnone ∧ Xrcol(rs)
= cnone
i+1
i+1
∧ Xrcol(rs)
= c ∧ Xbreq(rs)
= brs (c)

∧ ϕirem(a,rs)
Feed Base In order to be able to feed a base to a ring station rs, a robot
r has to hold such, without a ring or cap mounted:
i
= cnone ∧ Cri = cnone ; and the action has to be required
¬(Bri = cnone ) ∧ R1,r
i
> 0.
by the ring station in terms of that additional bases are needed: Xbreq(rs)
i
Additionally the output has to be empty: Brs = cnone .
After the base has been fed, the amount of required bases is decreased:
i+1
i
Xbreq(rs) = Xbreq(rs)
− 1, the robots grippers are empty:
i+1
i+1
i+1
i+1
Br = cnone ∧ R1,r = cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone .
ϕif eedBase(r,rs) :=
i
i
i
¬(Bri = cnone ) ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ Cri = cnone ∧ Xbreq(rs)
> 0 ∧ Brs
= cnone
i+1
i
∧ Xbreq(rs)
= Xbreq(rs)
−1
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone

∧ ϕitime(a,r,rs,in) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,rs) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,rs)
Mount the Ring Given that a workpiece is fed by a robot r into the ring
station rs in order to mount a previously set-up ring, the workpiece has to
fulfill several preliminaries. The workpiece has to exist: ¬(Bri = cnone ); the
base is not allowed to be transparent: ¬(Bri = ctransparent ); besides that, there
has to be space for another ring, in other words the third ring is not mounted:
i
R3,r
= cnone . Further it has to be considered that a ring cannot be mounted
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if a cap is already mounted: Cri = cnone . Additionally the output has to be
i
i
free: Brs
= cnone ; a ring color has to be set up: ¬(Xrcol(rs)
= cnone ); and
i
possible requirements for additional bases are fulfilled: Xbreq(rs) = 0. As a
result, the ring station is no longer instructed to mount a ring of a particular
i+1
color: Xrcol(rs)
= cnone ; and the robot is no longer holding the workpiece:
i+1
i+1
i+1
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r

Now the workpiece the robot previously held by the robot is located in the
output of the ring station and mounted with an additional ring. The color of
i+1
i+1
= cnone . In
= Bri , while a cap still is absent Crs
the base is maintained Brs
consideration of the encoding’s representation of workpieces, a distinction has
to be made, whether the first, the second or the third ring will be mounted. In
the following, formulas ϕring1 , ϕring2 and ϕring3 will be derived, each expresses
that the corresponding positioned ring is mounted:
i
In case that the workpiece has no ring mounted the constraint R1,r
= cnone
holds, in the representation of the following world state, the set-up color
i+1
i
Xrcol(rs)
will be assigned to the variable R1,rs
expressing the color of the
first ring in the following world state, while the remaining ring-variables still
represent the nonexistence of their associated rings:
i+1
i+1
i+1
i
R1,rs
∧ R2,rs
= Xrcol(rs)
= cnone ∧ R3,rs
= cnone .
i
ϕring1 := R1,r
= cnone
i+1
i
i+1
i+1
∧ R1,rs
= Xrcol(rs)
∧ R2,rs
= cnone ∧ R3,rs
= cnone
i
= cnone ) but the second ring
If the first ring is already mounted ¬(R1,r
i
is not mounted yet R2,r = cnone , the following world state maintains the
i+1
i
and places the set-up color of rs as the
coloring of the first ring R1,rs
= R1,r
i+1
i+1
i
coloring of the second ring R2,rs = Xrcol(rs) , while R3,rs
= cnone still represents
the nonexistence of the third ring.
i
i
ϕring2 := ¬(R1,r
= cnone ) ∧ R2,r
= cnone
i+1
i
i+1
i
i+1
∧ R1,rs
= R1,r
∧ R2,rs
= Xrcol(rs)
∧ R3,rs
= cnone

In case that the first and second ring are mounted, it is sufficient to check
i
the constraint ¬(R2,r
= cnone ) since the structure of the formulas ensures
i
i
that if a particular color is assigned to the variable R2,r
the variable R1,r
has also a color assigned to it. If furthermore the third ring is not mounted
i+1
i
i
R3,r
= cnone the third ring will be mounted R3,rs
= Xrcol(rs)
while the first
i+1
i+1
i
i
.
and second ring maintain their coloring R1,rs = R1,r ∧ R2,rs = R2,r
i
i
ϕring3 := ¬(R2,r
= cnone ) ∧ R3,r
= cnone
i+1
i
i+1
i
i+1
i
∧ R1,rs
= R1,r
∧ R2,rs
= R2,r
∧ R3,rs
= Xrcol(rs)
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Since one of the formulas has to be satisfied if a ring is mounted in the
ith action, their disjunction ϕring1 ∨ ϕring2 ∨ ϕring3 covers all cases where a
ring is mountable and expresses the preconditions and results of this action.
Therefore the following formula represents the process of mounting a ring on
the first, second or third position:
i+1
i+1
= cnone
= Bri ∧ (ϕring1 ∨ ϕring2 ∨ ϕring3 ) ∧ Crs
ϕmount := Brs

This leads to the following formula expressing the whole process of mounting
a ring:
ϕimountRing(r,rs) :=
i
i
¬(Bri = cnone ) ∧ ¬(Bri = ctransparent ) ∧ Cri = cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Brs
= cnone
i
i
=0
= cnone ) ∧ Xbreq(rs)
∧ ¬(Xrcol(rs)
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone
i+1
i+1
∧ Xrcol(rs)
= cnone ∧ Xbreq(rs)
=0

∧ ϕmount
∧ ϕitime(a,r,rs,in) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,rs) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,rs)
4.2.4

Pick up Workpiece

Since only the ring and cap stations are considered to be capable of holding
workpieces, only for these, formulas have to be created which express the
collecting of workpieces.
In the output of a ring or cap station s a workpiece has to be located:
¬(Bsi = cnone ), a robot r can pick it up only if its grippers are empty:
Bri = cnone . After the action, the workpiece is exchanged from the station s to
i+1
i+1
i+1
i
i
i
∧ R2,r
∧ R3,r
∧ Cri+1 = Csi .
the robot: Bri+1 = Bsi ∧ R1,r
= R1,s
= R2,s
= R3,s
Therefore the station s holds nothing in the following world state:
i+1
i+1
i+1
Bsi+1 = cnone ∧ R1,s
= cnone ∧ R2,s
= cnone ∧ R3,s
= cnone ∧ Csi+1 = cnone .
ϕicollectW orkpiece(r,s) :=
Bri = cnone ∧ ¬(Bsi = cnone )
i+1
i+1
i+1
= cnone ∧ R3,s
= cnone ∧ Csi+1 = cnone
∧ Bsi+1 = cnone ∧ R1,s
= cnone ∧ R2,s
i+1
i
i+1
i
i+1
i
∧ Bri+1 = Bsi ∧ R1,r
= R1,s
∧ R2,r
= R2,s
∧ R3,r
= R3,s
∧ Cri+1 = Csi

∧ ϕitime(a,r,s,out) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,s) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,s)
4.2.5

Deliver Workpiece

Given a robot r and a delivery station ds, a finished product is composed of
at least a base and a cap. It suffices to check for the existence of the cap:
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¬(Cri = cnone ), if the cap is present, the existence of the base follows in the
encoding. After delivering the product, the robot holds nothing:
i+1
i+1
i+1
Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone .
ϕideliverW orkpiece(r,ds) :=
¬(Cri = cnone )
i+1
i+1
i+1
∧ Bri+1 = cnone ∧ R1,r
= cnone ∧ R2,r
= cnone ∧ R3,r
= cnone ∧ Cri+1 = cnone

∧ ϕitime(a,r,s,in) ∧ ϕirem(a,r,s) ∧ ϕiorder(a,r,s)
It has to be mentioned that the delivery of a product has to be seen as a
distinct action, since it is not sufficient to assume that after the completion
of an product the robot which initiated the mounting of the cap also delivers
the product. In this case the robot would have to wait for the completion
of the product during which it could perform other actions. Therefore, this
simplification would restrict the set of possible plans.

4.3

The Optimal Action Sequence

The goal of the RoboCup Logistic League Game is to get the highest possible
score by producing and delivering products. That means an action sequence
has to be found which maximizes the sum of the overall earned reward. It
has to be mentioned that an action sequence is seen as optimal in regards to
the gained points and not an efficient time use. In the following section, first,
an encoding is derived tracking whether an order is delivered. This enables
the optimization in regards to a variable representing the gained reward by
means of an optimizing SMT-solver, leading to the highest rewarded realizable action sequence. Whereas the secondly presented encoding tracks all
steps of the order progressions, this results in only allowing action sequences
which work towards finishing all orders and therefore to the highest possible
reward, not considering the time limits. This approach supersedes the use of
an optimizing SMT-solver.
4.3.1

Tracking the Order Delivery

To be able to utilize a optimizing SMT-solver to find an optimal action
sequence, the gained points have to be tracked in the world state representation. This enables the optimization towards a term representing the overall
earned reward in the last world state.
i
Reward Variable A variable Xreward
denoting the reward gained until
reaching the world state on position i ∈ {0, ..., k + 1} is introduced. That
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k+1
means, Xreward
represents the reward gained after performing the action sequence on the initial state. Assume the gained reward is tracked by a formula
ϕireward(a,r,s) in a way that only the complexity of the processing step is taken
into account, but the processing of the orders is not checked; for the action
a ∈ A, the involved robot r ∈ R, and the used station s ∈ S. Using

ϕiorder(a,r,s) := ϕireward(a,r,s)
as the only representation of the gained reward violates the condition that
multiple production steps for the same order must not be rewarded multiple
k+1
times. By searching for an action sequence maximizing Xreward
, the processing step which is easiest to perform and gives the most reward, relative to
the needed steps, is performed as often as possible. Especially orders may
be served multiple times.
Tracking the Order Delivery The problem mentioned in the previous
chapter, that products are delivered more often than ordered can be solved
i
by adding a boolean variable Xdelivered(o)
whose satisfaction indicates that
the product required by the order o ∈ O is already delivered.
To achieve the mentioned properties, the formula ϕiorder(a,r,ds) is defined
in the following way for the action-formulas representing the delivery of a
product by robot r ∈ R: Let o ∈ O be an arbitrary order. By fulfilling
i
i
Bri = cbase (o) ∧ R1,r
= cring,1 (o) ∧ R2,r
= cring,2 (o)
i
∧ R3,r
= cring,3 (o) ∧ Cri = ccap (o)

it is ensured that the delivered product matches the requirements of the order
o. Let rdeadline : O 7→ N be the function which maps the order o to the point
in time until which o has to be served. It follows, that the constraint
i+1
Xocc(ds)
< rdeadline (o)

ensures that only timely deliveries are performed. By checking the fulfillment
i
of ¬Xdelivered(o)
, it is assured that the order o is not served yet in the world
i+1
state the action is performed in, while forcing Xdelivered(o)
to be fulfilled represents that the delivery of the product for order o is already performed in
the following world state. To guarantee the consistent representation of the
remaining orders, their status has to be inherited:
^
i+1
i
Xdelivered(o
0) → X
delivered(o0 )
o0 ∈O\{o}
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These constraints also have the effect that only one order at a time can be
delivered. Further let ϕireward(a,r,s) be the formula which enables the tracking
of the gained points in a world state, as described in the previous section.
The above mentioned assumptions lead to the following definition of the
formula ϕiorder(a,r,ds) for the action-formulas ϕideliverW orkpiece(r,ds) , with a ∈ A
the delivery-action, ds ∈ SDS a delivery station, and r ∈ R a robot:
ϕiorder(a,r,ds) :=
_
i
i
= cring,2 (o)
= cring,1 (o) ∧ R2,r
(Bri = cbase (o) ∧ R1,r
o∈O
i
= cring,3 (o) ∧ Cri = rcap (o)
∧ R3,r
i+1
i+1
i
∧ Xocc(ds)
< rdeadline (o) ∧ ¬Xdelivered(o)
∧ Xdelivered(o)
^
i+1
i
Xdelivered(o
0) → X
delivered(o0 )
o0 ∈O\{o}

∧ ϕireward(a,r,ds) )
For all remaining actions a0 ∈ A\{a} and the used stations corresponding
s ∈ S \ SDS the formula ϕiorder(a0 ,r,s0 ) is defined as known from the previous
section:
ϕiorder(a0 ,r,s0 ) := ϕireward(a0 ,r,s0 )
0

This adaption will solve the problem only partly, a product will be delivered only once to fulfill an orders requirement, but unnecessary steps will still
k+1
be performed and rewarded. Therefore, the model which maximizes Xreward
will not represent an action sequence leading to the highest reward.
By choosing the action sequences length high enough, this solution will
find at least an action sequence which serves a set of orders if this is possible
regarding the time constraints. The delivery of a product is the only encoded
possibility for a robot to free its hands besides feeding a workpiece into a
station. If this possibility has been exhausted the robot is forced to deliver
the product. On the other hand, by choosing the action sequences length too
high, the formula resulting from this ”solution” will be unsatisfiable. After
serving the set of orders which requires the highest amounts of actions, the
robots fill their hands and stations with workpieces until no other action is
possible.
One may take into account to expand the action-formulas to make them
only satisfiable if an order exists whose required product needs the action and
which is not yet delivered in the world state the action is performed in. This
does not solve the problem that processing steps for an ordered product can
be performed multiple times. If the order is not delivered, the steps which
were performed for the order before can be still performed again.
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Not Rewarding Intermediate Steps By rewarding only the delivery of
a product it is avoided that the tracking of gained points is distorted by the
rewarding of duplicate processing steps. Useless actions may still occur in
the action sequence, but can be identified and ignored when the action plan
is executed. Therefore an optimal action sequence, without considering the
useless intermediate steps, will be found if the delivery is rewarded by the sum
of the points gained during the whole production process and if the length
of the action sequence is chosen high enough that all possibilities of serving
the orders are considered. On the other hand ϕ may be still unsatisfiable if
the length of the action sequence is chosen too high. This problem can be
solved by not forbidding the delivery of a product if the deadline for an order
is expired or all orders demanding this product are already served, instead
do not reward the delivery in these cases.
In the following let rreward : O 7→ N denote the sum of points awarded
for producing and delivering an ordered product.
It has to be expressed that under the circumstance that the deadline for
an order o ∈ O is expired or o is already served, no reward is awarded:
i+1
i+1
i+1
i
i
(Xocc(ds)
≥ rdeadline (o) ∨ Xdelivered(o)
) ∧ (Xdelivered(o)
∧ Xreward
= Xreward
)

Is the product delivered in time and o is not served yet, o is marked as delivered in the following world state and the points for producing the products
are awarded:
i+1
i
(Xocc(ds)
< rdeadline (o) ∧ ¬Xdelivered(o)
)
i+1
i+1
i
∧ (Xdelivered(o)
∧ Xreward
= Xreward
+ rreward (o))

The above mentioned observations lead to a redefinition of the formula
ϕiorder(a,r,ds) :=
_

i
(Bri = rbase (o) ∧ R1,r
= rring,1 (o)

o∈O
i
i
∧ R2,r
= rring,2 (o) ∧ R3,r
= rring,3 (o) ∧ Cri = rcap (o)
i+1
i
∧ ((Xocc(ds)
≥ rdeadline (o) ∨ Xdelivered(o)
)
i+1
i+1
i
)
∧ (Xdelivered(o)
∧ Xreward
= Xreward
i+1
i
)
∨ (Xocc(ds)
< rdeadline (o) ∧ ¬Xdelivered(o)
i+1
i+1
i
= Xreward
+ rreward (o)))
∧ (Xdelivered(o)
∧ Xreward

^

i+1
i
Xdelivered(o
0) → X
delivered(o0 ) )

o0 ∈O\{o}
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with a ∈ A the delivery-action, ds ∈ SDS a delivery station, and r ∈ R a
robot. Since all remaining actions a0 ∈ A \ {a} on the used corresponding
stations s0 ∈ S \ SDS are not rewarded the formula ϕiorder(a0 ,r,s0 ) is defined in
the following way:
i+1
i
= Xreward
ϕiorder(a0 ,r,s0 ) := Xreward

These changes enable the derivation of an optimal action sequence by
using an optimizing SMT-solver to find a model of ϕ maximizing the term
k+1
Xreward
.
A drawback is that it is needed to look at complete action sequences, this
means the last action for a particular product is a delivery action, incomplete
action sequences will lower the reward in the end since only the delivery
of the product is rewarded positively. Therefore to consider all orders a
formula has to be created which covers an action sequence with a length which
allows theoretically the production of all ordered products, not considering
the possible restrictions by the deadlines.
The Length of the Action Sequence In the following a procedure is
derived to compute the necessary length of the action sequences to enable all
possibilities of serving the set of orders O. The only uncertainty when computing the length for the optimal action sequences is, whether a transparent
base is dropped from a cap station’s output or collected to be fed into a ring
station. The first case requires the actions of dropping the transparent base
and additionally the collecting of a base from a base station while the second
case requires only the action of collecting the transparent base to make the
cap station usable again and to be able to feed the base into a ring station. In
the following it is described which actions have to be performed to produce
a product:
• The base of the product needs to be collected.
• To mount a ring:
– the color of the ring has to be set up,
– depending on the coloring of the ring, zero to two bases have to
be collected and fed into a ring station,
– if the ring is mounted on the second or third position, the workpiece has to be taken from the output of a ring station,
– the workpiece has to be fed into the ring station.
• To mount a cap:
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– a cap has to be fed into the cap station,
– if not used to feed a ring station the remaining transparent base
has to be dropped,
– if the product has rings mounted the workpiece has to be taken
from a ring station,
– the workpiece has to be fed into the cap station.
• To deliver the product:
– the product has to be taken from the output of the cap station,
– the product has to be fed into the delivery station.
One can derive that six steps are needed to collect the base, mount a cap
and deliver the product. Three additional steps are required to mount a ring.
Two additional steps are needed for each additional base required. This leads
to the following formula which determines the maximum steps required to
produce a product: req steps = 6 + 3 ∗ r + 2 ∗ b with b the overall amount of
additional bases needed and r the amount of rings mounted on the product.
This information allows the derivation of the maximum needed steps to
serve all orders in O by summing up the maximum needed steps for producing
the products demanded by all o ∈ O.
Speeding up the Optimizer by Providing Information Explicitly In
order to speed up the solving process, additional constraints can be added
expressing implicit encoded information explicitly. This allows the solver to
detect unsatisfiable instances easier.
The overall gained reward in a step is always smaller than or equal to the
overall gained possible reward:
^
X
i
Xreward
≤
rreward(o)
o∈O

i∈{1,...,k}

This information allows the optimizer to stop after an action sequence is
found which serves all orders.
Idle Action and Negatively Rewarded Intermediate Steps To avoid
the possibility that unnecessary actions occur in the action sequence one may
introduce another action-formula representing the circumstance that nothing
changes from a world state to the following world state; all variable values are
inherited from the previous world state. By rewarding this action with zero
points and the intermediate steps with a negative value the optimizer will
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avoid the intermediate actions unless they lead to a overall positive reward,
instead the ”do-nothing”-action will be chosen, not lowering the reward.
i
Introduced is a new boolean variable XdoN
othing to indicate, that the ”doi
nothing”-action was performed in step i, it is encoded that when XdoN
othing
is set, only the ”do-nothing”-action is allowed in step i + 1. This approach
allows only ”do-nothing”-actions on the end of the action sequence, otherwise
the optimizing time would be increased unnecessarily by this alteration, since
the amount of potential action sequences would be highly increased.
To guarantee that this solution still leads to an optimal action sequence
the following has to hold:
• the reward awarded for the serving of the orders has to be chosen in a
way that the sum of the gained reward for performing the intermediate
steps and the reward for the delivery is greater than zero,
• the negative reward of the intermediate steps has to have no impact on
the rating of the different products.
A product with three rings mounted which need two additional bases each,
needs 26 or 27 steps to be produced and delivered if it is the only ordered
product. That also means that 27 is the maximum amount of steps needed to
produce any single product. Therefore, the above mentioned properties are
fulfilled by choosing the reward for serving an order as the sum of all points
gained during the production process multiplied by 100. The only change
in the rating is that the product which needs a lower amount of actions is
preferred out of two products whose reward was previously the same.
4.3.2

Tracking All Steps of the Order Progression

A drawback of the earlier mentioned encoding is the outstandingly higher
solving time when searching for an optimized model, rather than an arbitrary model. The following encoding restricts the set of models of ϕ to
assignments representing only sequences of actions which avoid duplicate
production steps by tracking the whole order progress. That is, instead of
distinguishing solely between delivered and non-delivered, order states will
be defined corresponding to the actions. In this way for each action-formula
constraints can be created which check if the particular action is needed by
an order.
Order Progressions The following order progressions can be distinguished:
• the base for the product is collected,
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Figure 7: Order progress
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• if required, the coloring of the ring on the
first/second/third position is set up in a ring station,
• if required, the first/second additional base for the ring on the
first/second/third position is collected,
• if required, the first/second additional base for the ring on the
first/second/third position is fed into the ring station,
• the ring on the first/second/third position is mounted,
• the cap is fed into the cap station,
• the cap is mounted,
• the product is delivered.
The order these progression steps are performed in is not fixed. That
means the coloring of a ring can be set up even before the base is collected,
the same applies to the collecting and feeding of an additional base and
the feeding of a cap. Likewise, the additional bases for a ring color can
be collected before the ring station is set up for this color; and the second
additional base for a ring color can be collected at the same time the first
additional base is collected.
Some progression steps are dependent on other progression steps: The
mounting of the first ring requires that the base is collected; the mounting of
the second and third ring requires that the ring on the previous position is
mounted; and the mounting of the cap requires that the last ring, if present,
is mounted or, if no ring is present, the base is collected. Furthermore the
feeding of an additional base requires the setup of the ring color and the
collecting of the base. Additionally, the mounting of a ring requires, if no
additional bases are needed, that the particular color is set up, or that the
amount of needed bases are fed. Whereas the setting up of a ring color and
the collecting of the first and second additional base have no requirements.
Figure 7 pictures these relations.
In order to respect the above mentioned circumstances for each order
o ∈ O one variable for each of those order progression stages which are
capable of being performed in parallel, is created.
Order Progression Variables
• The value v ∈ {snone , sbase , sring1 , sring2 , sring3 , scap , sdelivered } ⊆ N asi
signed to the integer variable Xmain(o)
denotes which component of the
product order o demands was mounted last.
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i
• The boolean variable Xsetup(j,o)
indicates whether the color for the ring
on position j ∈ {1, 2, 3} is set up.

• The value v ∈ {snone , scollected , sf ed } ⊆ N assigned to the integer varii
able XaddBase(j,l,o)
indicates whether the lth additional base for the ring
on position j is collected or fed, with j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and l ∈ {1, 2}.
i
• The boolean variable Xcap(o)
indicates whether the cap for the ordered
product is already fed into the cap station.

for all world state positions i ∈ {0, .., k + 1}.
By means of these variables it is possible to create a formula to check for
each action, except the actions collect-workpiece and drop-transparent-base,
if their performing is necessary to produce an ordered product.
In the following the exemplary construction of the formulas ϕiorder(a,r,cs) for
the mount-cap-action formulas ϕimountCap(r,cs) is shown, with fprevState (o, pcap )
denoting the id of the order state prior to the state represented by pcap of
order o, a ∈ A the mount-cap action, r ∈ R the involved robot, and cs ∈ SCS
the operated cap station:
ϕiorder(a,r,cs) :=
_
i
i
Bri = rbase (o) ∧ R1,r
= rring,1 (o) ∧ R2,r
= rring,2 (o)
o∈O
i+1
i
∧ R3,r
= rring,3 (o) ∧ Xccol(cs)
= rcap (o)
i+1
i
i
∧ Xmain(o)
= fprevState (o, pcap ) ∧ Xcap(o)
∧ Xmain(o)
= pcap

Idle Action Let o ∈ O be the only announced order, further let k + 1 be
set to the maximum number of actions needed to serve o. In the case that the
action sequence using the transparent base is realizable while the other using
a base from the base station is unsatisfiable, no model for ϕ exists. This
results from the fact that only sequences with k + 1 actions are represented
by models of ϕ, but if a transparent base is used the sequence has k actions.
To avoid this problem an additional action has to be introduced, representing
the end of the plan if all orders are delivered and allowing action sequences
smaller than k + 1. This is realized by demanding for the precondition of
the action, that all orders are delivered and by inheriting the delivery status
to the resulting world state; the other variables are not set to a particular
value. As a result the first idle action denotes the end of the plan and the
following world states are undefined.
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Problem: Unsatisfiable ϕ Let k +1 be set to the amount of steps needed
to serve all open orders. It follows the unsatisfiability of ϕ, if no realizable
action sequence exists which serves all orders in the time limit. In this case
the solving time is usually significantly higher, it follows that the robot has
to wait for the result of the solver, and eventually does not even get an
instruction. To address this problem, the following approaches are possible:
Start by determining a scheduling considering only a subset of the orders,
such that their fulfillment is definitely achievable and increase the amount of
orders until a solving time threshold is reached.
A variation to the above mentioned approach is to run the solving processes in parallel. In this way the circumstance that each robot is equipped
with a powerful processor can be exploited.

4.4

Action Translation

To translate a model of ϕ to the corresponding action sequence, pairs of
consecutive world states have to be examined to derive the corresponding
action on a particular position in the sequence.
In this section the exemplary identification of a mount-cap action on
position i ∈ {0, ..., k} is shown:
An assignment representing an action sequence which states that a robot
r ∈ R performs the mount-cap action on the cap station cs ∈ SCS models
also the following formula:
¬(Bri = cnone ) ∧ Bri+1 = cnone
i+1
i
∧ ¬(Xccol(cs)
= cnone ) ∧ Xccol(cs)
= cnone

The mount-cap action and the involved cap station cs are uniquely identified
i
= cnone ), and the alteration it induces on the
by its precondition: ¬(Xccol(cs)
i+1
world state: Xccol(cs) = cnone . While the performing robot is determined by
comparing the status of its grippers before and after the action:
¬(Bri = cnone ) ∧ Bri+1 = cnone . The remaining actions can be identified in the
same way.

4.5

Benchmark

The following section presents benchmarks of implementations of the two
different approaches described in Chapters 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. Additionally the
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variant of the approach presented in Chapter 4.3.1 adding the idle-action to
the set of possible actions is tested.
All experiments were performed on an Intel R Xeon(R) CPU E3-1230 v3
at 3.30GHz with 16 GB RAM with Fedora Linux using the Z3 solver version
4.5.0 [dMB08] and its optimizing functionality Z3Opt [BPF15].
Plans for several environments and orders which have to be produced and
delivered in the different environments will be computed and the time needed
to find a model to the corresponding formula is measured. The environment
is always set up in the following way:
On the field there are one base station which is able to dispense red, black
and silver colored bases, two cap stations responsible for mounting black or
grey caps, two ring stations able to mount green and orange respectively
blue and yellow colored rings, and a delivery station. To mount an orange
ring, two additional bases are needed, a green ring needs one additional base,
and yellow and blue rings need no additional base. The processing times for
the stations are the means of the times from Table 1. The only alteration
in the environment setup are the travel times between the robots in the
starting zone and the stations, and the travel times between the stations.
This data is gained from random scenarios from the simulation environment
of the RoboCup Logistics League [NKVT16]. Since the data is represented
as travel distances it has to be converted to travel times, thereby a travel
speed of 0.1 meters per second is assumed. The travel times are represented
in milliseconds and are encoded as integer numbers.
Strings of the following structure are used to denote the product an order
demands: The first letter denotes the base color, the last letter the cap color,
and all letters in between the ring colors. The component colors black and
blue are denoted by the letter ’B’, green and grey by the letter ’G’, yellow by
the letter ’Y’, red by the letter ’R’, orange by the letter ’O’ and silver by the
letter ’S’. Since only caps can be colored black or grey and only rings can be
colored blue or green the notation is unambiguous. If the planning for two
or more orders is tested this is denoted by the product notation combined
with a ’+’.
All experiments are performed with the maximum needed number of steps
to fulfill all orders. If not stated otherwise, an order combination is tested in
10 different environments.
4.5.1

Tracking the Order Delivery

The Figures 8 and 9 show the needed solving times to compute an action
plan for several orders in 10 different environments. It can be seen that
the solving time rises, the greater the complexity of the ordered products
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is. This can be explained by the increasing length of the formula, since for
more complex products more steps are needed. The wide range of the solving
times for the same product in different environments can be explained by the
circumstance that in some environments more action sequences maximizing
the score exist, making the finding of such easier for the optimizer; since the
reward threshold is encoded explicitly the solver then stops.
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Figure 8: 1:BG, 2:BBG, 3:BGG, 4:BBBG, 5:BOG, 6:RG+RG+RG, all with
900 sec deadline
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Figure 9: 1:BBBBG, 2:BGGG, 3:BOOG, 4:SBG+SGG, 5:BGGGG, all with
900 sec deadline
The above mentioned assumption is supported by Figure 10, since the
solving time of order combinations with deadlines of 900 seconds is much
smaller than the solving time for the same order combination with lower
deadlines. The remaining solving time distribution shown in Figure 10 may
be explained by the circumstance that deadlines which are so tight that the
non-fulfillment of orders can be foreseen fast by the solver, which results in
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smaller solving times; while deadlines allowing the serving of orders lead to
higher solving times.
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Figure 10: RG+RG+RG in the same environment, with 1: 200sec, 200sec,
200sec deadlines, no order served; 2: 500sec, 200sec, 200sec deadlines, one
order served; 3: 300sec, 200sec, 200sec deadlines, one order served; 4: 500sec,
500sec, 200sec deadlines, two orders served; 5: 500sec, 500sec, 500sec deadlines, all orders served; 6: 900sec, 900sec, 900sec deadlines, all orders served

The formulas for the orders SBG+SGG+SOG, SG+SBG+SGG, and
SOG+RG+BBBG were not solvable within the time period of 20 minutes.

4.5.2

Tracking the Order Delivery and Idle Action

Figure 11 shows the increasing solving time when adding an idle-action. Even
the restriction to action sequences performing the idle-action at the end increases the solving time significantly.
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Figure 11: 1:BG, 1:BBG, 3:BGG, 4:BOG, all with 900 sec deadline
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4.5.3

Tracking All Steps of the Order Progression

order combinations

Figure 12 shows significantly decreased solving times when using the encoding
explained in Chapter 4.3.2 compared to the previous encoding. The encoding
restricts the set of action sequences represented by the formulas to those
which serve the orders, therefore it is sufficient to search for arbitrary models
instead of an optimized one. Since deadlines of 900 seconds are used the
amount of possible action sequences is quite high and the solver can easily
find a model. Just like the other encoding, the solving time rises with order
complexity and thus with raising variable count and formula length. This
can be seen in the Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15.
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Figure 12: 1:BG, 1:BBG, 3:BGG, 4:BBBG, 5:BOG, 6:BBBBG, 7:BGGG,
8:RG+RG+RG, 9:BGGGG, 10:BOOG, 11:SBG+SGG, 12:BOGBG, all with
900 sec deadline and all satisfiable
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Figure 13: 1:BYYYG+BGG+ROG, 2:SBG+SGG+SOG, all with 900 sec
deadline and all satisfiable
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Figure 14: 1:BOOOG, 2:SOG+RG+BBB, all with 900 sec deadline and all
satisfiable
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Figure 15: 1:BYYYG+RB, 2:SG+SBG+SGG, all with 900 sec deadline and
all satisfiable

Since shortening the deadline decreases the amount of possible action
sequences, one can expect that in this case also the solving time increases.
Figure 16 shows a significant gap in the solving times between a solution with
a tight deadline and the proof of the unsatisfiability of an instance. This
leads to the hypothesis, that if a solution exists it will be found relatively
fast compared to the time needed to prove that no action sequence exists
which serves all orders. It might be beneficial to assume the unsatisfiability
of an instance after a certain time and try another one with lower product
complexity or less orders.
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Figure 16: BGGGG with varying deadlines, 1: 900 sec, 2: 800 sec, 3: 700
sec, 4: 600 sec and one UNSAT, 6: 550 sec and 6 UNSAT 6: 500 sec and all
UNSAT, all UNSAT after the 50 sec mark
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Figure 17 shows a significant increase of the solving time when searching
for a model which minimizes the occupation time of the delivery station in
the last world state instead of searching an arbitrary model.
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Figure 17: 1:BG, 2:BBG, 3:BGG, 4:BBBG, 5:BOG, using the optimizer to
minimize the delivery station occupation time, all satisfiable
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5

Conclusion

This thesis addresses the planning problem for the RoboCup Logistics League
game by means of a SMT-solver. Therefore, first, a brief overview about the
used technologies of SMT-solving has been given, followed by a description
of the RoboCup Logistics League. Then, the problem has been abstracted
and a general approach to solve planning problems by means of an SMTsolver has been presented. Subsequently, the specific formula creation for
the RoboCup Logistics League has been introduced, including two different
encoding variants, one using a plain SMT-solver, the other an optimizing
SMT-solver. With regard to the above described measurement results, it can
be summarized that the approach using an optimizing SMT-solver resulted
in considerably larger solving times than the approach using a plain SMTsolver. Therefore, it can be concluded that the approach using an optimizing
SMT-solver does not seem feasible with complex and combined orders in
its current form, whereas the approach using the plain SMT-solver shows
promising first results. Nevertheless, as will be outlined in the subsequent
section more detailed, further research is needed to prove the realizability of
the presented approaches.

5.1

Future Research

One of the most relevant questions for future research is, whether the two
approaches are feasible in a game of the RoboCup Logistics League. For
example, it needs to be examined whether the assumption of constant travel
times between stations is a sufficiently good description. In addition, the
solving speeds of the formulas have to be further increased. One possibility
is to add constraints to provide implicit encoded information explicitly to the
solver, allowing the proving the unsatisfiability of instances faster. Another
possibility would be an alternation of the encoding, which may result in
a reduced variable count and action sequence length, thus increasing the
solving speed. Furthermore, additional experiments are needed in order to
be able to predict the solving time under certain conditions more precisely
and to proof the reliability of above made conclusions.
Reduce Variable Count and Action Sequence Length Under the
assumption that not two stations of the same type can mount the same
color, redundant information is encoded if all steps of the order progression
are tracked in the way Chapter 4.3.2 describes. The information about a
station holding a workpiece does not need to be encoded explicitly, as it
can be derived from the order status. While the information which robot
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performed the needed actions for the progression step can be read from the
time variables.
Modifying the segmentation of the order progression in a way that the
corresponding actions leave the workpiece always in the output of a station,
the information whether a robot holds a workpiece is obsolete. That means,
the action of collecting a base is included in the order status ”first ring
mounted” and ”additional base fed”. This approach does not restrict the
set of possible action sequences since a robot collects a base with the aim
of mounting a ring or with the aim of feeding it into a ring station without
dropping it in between. The action of setting up a ring station for a particular
color can also be included in the status ”ring mounted” or if additional bases
are needed in the status ”first additional base fed”. These alterations are
pictured in Figure 18.
The transitions between the order states can be encoded as known from
Chapter 3 and the time encoding can be inherited from Chapter 4.1.1. All
information needed to update the time properties in an adequate way is
available when transitioning to a new order state. The location of the product
in the previous step can be derived since the color of the mounted component
is known and the station mounting this color is unique.
An additional status ”transparent base removed” has to be introduced
to indicate whether the transparent base after feeding the cap is removed.
Transparent bases can be fed into ring stations if the status ”cap fed” is set,
in case this possibility is chosen, the time properties have to be set properly
and the status has to be set to ”transparent base removed”. Otherwise the
status can be altered by dropping the transparent base by a robot.
This encoding reduces the needed steps to serve an order from 6-27 steps
to 3-12 steps compared to the old encoding. Additionally, the variable count
to represent a world state is reduced by at least 30 for the workpiece representation for each machine.
A drawback is that the scheduling can only start with a world state in
which all workpieces are placed on machines, this makes the use of another
planner necessary to restore this state before.
Speeding up the Solving Process by Adding Additional Constraints
Constraints to check in each step whether the corresponding order can still
be delivered under optimal circumstances could be added. In each step the
sum of the travel times to reach all other in the future needed stations,
the corresponding processing times, and the already elapsed time must not
exceed the deadline.
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Figure 18: Modified order progression
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